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Abstract. Reversal complexity on I-tape and Z-tape Talrin_o ~Q~~:FIP mn&lc- ic +cusred We 
show that with respect to reversal complexity there is an intrinsic difference between I-tape and 
2-tape Turing machines. More precisely, we show that in the deterministic case, 2-tape Turmg 
machines can simulate k-tape Turing machines without much increase in reversals while I-tape 
Turing machines do not have such a property if P f PSPACE; in the nondeterministic case, reversal 
complexity is “too” powerful to be a complexity measure on 2-tape Turing machines, but on 
l-tape Turing machines it is a reasonable complexity measure which is linearly related to the 
space complexity. 
It is well known that the reversal complexity of deterministic multitape Turing 
machines is intimately connected to parallel time complexity and uniform circuit 
depth. Reczntly, Chen and Yap [2] showed that the “tape re 
for reversal complexity, i.e. deterministic 2-tape Turing 
deterministic k-tape Turing machines without much loss of reversal resource. 
Moreover, they pointed c;ut that, like time and space com;?!exity, reversa! comp!exity 
also has nice properties such as the hierarchy theorem and the existence of complete 
languages. This indicates that reversal is a reasonable complexity measure and 
should be studied in detail as we have 
artmanis [4] studied the reversal c piexity of determinis 
wi a one-t,vay read-only input tape a 
reversal complexity on such machines looks “strange”. 
that on such machines the “linear speedu 
not hold for slow- 
theorem” for dete chines with a sin 
owever, oth of their techniques se 
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machines. Therefore, it is natural to ask which Turing machine model is the best 
for the study of reversal complexity. In this paper, we will give an answer to this 
question. We prove that if P# PSPACE then deterministic Turing machines with a 
single work tape cannot simulate multitape Turing machines efficiently, with respect 
to reversal complexity. This result and the tape reduction theorem obtained in [23, 
show that the deterministic 2-tape Turing machine is probably the best model for 
study of reversal complexity. We also show that reversal complexity on nondeter- 
ministic l-tape Turing machines is intimately connected to space complexity on 
nondeterministic multitape Turing machines. Note the last result in contrast to the 
one obtained in [I] for 2-tape Tuting machines. 
Before we go to the next section, we give som definitions. 
Definition 1.1. An on-line (o@Xne) k-tape Turing ni&ipte (k 2 1) is a Turing machine 
with a one-way (two-way) read-only input tape and k work tapes. 
Let C = (C&+) be a computation path of a k-tape Turing machine. We say that 
hei;d h (/a = 0, . . . , k) tends in direction d (for d E { - 1,l)) in a configuration C’i if 
the last transition CJ_ 1 CC”’ (Jo i) preceding Ci in which head h moves is in the 
direction d. If head h has been stationary up till C’i we say head h tends in the 
direction d = 0 in Ci. We also say that head h has tendency d if it tends in direction 
d. It is important to note that the head iendencies of a configuration Ci are relative 
to the computation path in which Ci is embedded. We say head h makes a reversal 
in the transition Cj__! F C” in c if the tendency of head h in Cj- l is opposite to its 
tendency in Ci. We say C’- I I- C’ is a reuersal (transition). The tape reoersals made 
by the computation path (? is the total number of reversals made by all the heads 
over the entire computation path. 
Definition 1.2. DREVk(r( n)) (NREV,(r(n))) is the class of languages accepted by 
deterministic (nondeterministic) on-line k-tape Turing machines which make at 
most O(r( n)) tape reversals on inputs of length n. 
As usual, we define DSPACE(s(n)) (NSPACE(s(n))) to be the language class 
which can be accepted by deterministic (nondeterministic) off-line multitape Turing 
machines running in s(n) space on ir *puts of length n, and define DTIME( t(n)) 
(NTIME( t(n))) to be the language class which can be accepted by deterministic 
(nondeterministic) o&line multitape Turing machines running in time t( n ) on inputs 
of length n. 
A few words are needed here for the accepting rules for nondeterministic Turing 
machines. We say that a nondeterministic Turing machine 1M accepts in reversal 
r(n) (resp. in space s(n)) on inputs of length n if whenever A4 accepts x, 1x1= 1yt, 
there is a computation path of 1M that accepts x and makes at most r(n) tape 
reversals (resp. uses at most s(n) space). Note that it is possible that there is another 
computation path of 34 which accepts x in more than r(n) reversals (resp. in more 
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than s(n) space). According to this definition, for example, NREV,(r(n)) is the 
class of languages uch that if L E NREVk ( r(n )) then there is a k-tape nondeterminis- 
tic Turing machine M such that x E L if and only if there is at least one computation 
path of M which accepts x and makes at most O(r(n)) tape reversals. 
In Section 2, the difference between one tape and two tapes on deterministic 
Turing machines is discussed; in Section 3, the difference is discussed again on 
nondeterministic Turing machines; finally some remarks are given in Section 4. 
2. Reversal co plexity on deterministic Turing machines 
Let c be an integer. Suppose that we have c different characters a,,, a,, . . . , a,._ I. 
A sequence abai, . . . ail,_, is called a base c representation of integer I of length h if 
I=ill._, l c’tW’+i,t_zc”-‘+~ l l +il l c-t-i,,. 
Note that when the integers c, h, and the chamctws ai, 0 s i s c - 1 are given, the 
base c representation of an integer 1 of length h is unique for 0~ I c c”. 
Lemma 2.1. Let c > 0 be an integer and suppose that we have c different characters 
a,, a,, . . . , a,._l. There is a deterministic on-line 2-tape Turing machine M which, 
given r in unary form as an input, produces the string SCqr =o#i#z# . . . # cr - 1 # in 
O(r) reversals. Here tit denotes the base c representation uf the integer m of length r. 
Proof. M first generates the pattern P, = (a’#)” on one of its tapes, say T, . This 
can be done within O(r) reversals. Using P,, then M generates (aoa, . . . a,._ ,) ‘J ’ 
on its second tape T2, making a constant number of reversals. 
Now M uses r phases, each lnaking a constant number of reversals, 10 fix the r 
bits in each segment of zeroes separated by # in P,. Suppose that at the beginning 
of the (i+ 1)th (i 2 0) phase, M has fixed the first i bits for each segment of P, on 
tape T1, and suppose the string (ai’ai’ . . . a:’ J Cr-‘-’ is inductively available on tape 
Tz. Here the first bit of a segment refers to its least significant bit. Note that the 
(i+ l)th bit of thejth segment is exactly thejth bit of the string (ah’s;’ . . . a::,)” I-‘. 
Thus with only one sweep M can fix the (i+ 1)th bit for each segment of P, on 
tape T1. 
Using a constant number of sweeps, M can generate the string 
(at;“‘af”’ . . . az?;)c’7’-’ from string (ah'ai' . . . a::~_,)“~’ ’ on tape Tz. It is easy to 
check that at the end of the rth phase, the string SC,, = o#i#% . . . c’-l# is on 
tape T, of M. M will terminate when it finds that all the bits have been fixed. This 
completes the proof. Cl 
The following lemma was given in [2], here we give a difhzent proof. 
an input 
There is a deterministic on-line 2-tape Turing machine which, given 
x = O”#x,$x,$ . . . fix,,, 
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wherexiEZ* (i=l,...,m),producesstring 
y = $$&“$ . . . %xZ 
within O( n + log m) tape reversab. 
e an integer such that p 2 max{ Ixil: 1 s i =G m) (for example, choose 
) reversals, M can construct a string S = (( V’$)““#)” on 
one of its tapes. Now using the input x = O”#x,$ . . . $x, and t e string S, we obtain 
a string 
S ‘0) = (x,$)3”(1p$)2”-20#(xz$)~~( lP$)Z’) -Q& . . . #(x * )2°(lP$)z”-20# 
Inductively, suppose we nave o 
S (i) = (xl$)“(1”$)2”-“#(x$)‘:(1”$)““-~a# . . . $qx,$jq 1P$)z”-“# 
on one of M’s tapes, then by scanning S”’ twice, we can obtain the string 
S(i+l) = (x,$)‘“‘(Ip$)~“-~‘+~~(x~$)~~+~( ,p$)z”-l’+“# ~ . . #(x,,$)“‘+‘(lP$)~“-~l+l# 
on another tape of M, using a constant number of reversals. 
It is clear that after II such phases, the string 
1’ = x:“$x-;“$ . . . $x5 
is available on one of M’s tapes. 0 
mma 2.3. There is a deterministic on-line 2-tape Turing machine M such that, given 
an integer n > 0 in unatyform as an input, M generates the string I # l’# r”# . . . # I”# 
in ()(lorr nl rPgp-I_ v * 
roof. By Lemma 2.2, A4 can produce two strings 
s, = (O”#)“(O”), sz = (O”#$)n 
on its two tapes T, and Tt , respectively, in O(log n) reversals. 
Note that both strings S, and S2 have n’+2n characters. If we number the 
positions in the strings from left to right, the character “#” is on the positions 
k(n+l)=kn+k, k=l,..., n, ic S,, and the character “$” is on the positions 
k(n+2)=kn+2k, k=l,..., n, in S?. So in constant number of reversals, we scan 
the strings S, and & simulta.lcously, and replace the (kn +2k)th, k = 1,. . . , n, 
characters of S, by “$“. We will obtain a new string 
SJ = on#$o’f-‘#Q$on-~#02$on-“# . . . #o’$o”-‘-I# . . . #on-2$o#o”-1$ 
Now it is obvious how we generate the string 1# 1% l”# . . . l”# from the string 
S3 in a constant number of reversals. 0 
function f( n) is said to be reversal-ConstructibZe if there is a deterministic on-line 
achine that, given an integer n > 0 in unary form, produces t 
n) on one of its work ta es in 0( f (n)) tape reversals. 
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Note that many ~cmrnon complexity functions, such as log’ n, n’, and k” where 
k is an integer, rllrCI Y-a,,oFc 01rfin0tr..fit:hrrr u* * *w. ~*“uI-~ulAJbl UGCLUIb. 
We have the following theorem. 
. (1). Leb r(n)= (log n), then for any integer k > 0 
DREVk( r( n)) C_ DSPACE( r*( n)) 
(2) Let s(n) = fi(log n) be reversal constructible, then 
DSPACE( s( ~1)) c_ D (4 
roof. (1) (*) was implicitly proved in [9] (see also [lo]). ere we only sketch the 
proof. The interested reader is referred to the original papers. 
Let M be a deterministic on-line k-t Turing machine accepting in 
reversals on inputs of length 91. We constr t a deterministic off-line Turing machine 
N that simulates M and has s ace complexity 0(( r( n ))‘). irst note that the running 
time, thus the space complexity, of M is bounded by 2’3(r’ n” (see, for example, [6]). 
Call a subcomputation between two consecutive reversals of M a phase. By a partial 
conjguration of M we mean a (3k+4)-tuple 
where q is a state of M, po, . . . , pk are the positions of the input head and work 
heads of M, a,, . . . , ac, are the symbols currently scanned by the input head and 
the work heads (some ai may be a special symbol “*” indicating that aj is unknown), 
and &,... , dk are the moving directions of the input head and the work heads. 
Note that since the space complexity of is bounded by 20fr”)“, 24-1 partial 
configuration of M can be stored in 0( r( space. 
N simulates M as follows. N keeps the first partial configuration for each phase 
of M and the current partial configuration, and simulates step by step. Suppose 
that at some point in the simulation, the current partial configuration is 
where some of the scanned symbols a,,, . . . , G,+ may be unknown. In particuiar, 
suppose that a, is unknown. N then first finds out, with the help of the first partial 
configul-ation;s of the previous phases, the phase in which the square pl in tape 
1 was last written. Then I+/’ simulates the phase P from its first partial co 
to see what symbol was written wn in the square pl of tape 1 in this 
that the simulation of the phase may in turn call for simulatio 
phases j. 
It should be clear now that we wi!l e 
for the current partial configuration s 
modify the current partial configuration to obtain a corres 
for the next ste 
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simulating the whole computatic,n 01: crM. Since at any point in the simulation, we 
store at most a constant number of partial configurations for each phase of and 
there are at most O(r( n)) phases in a computation of M, we conclude t runs 
in space 0( (r( n))‘). 
(2) The proof of (2) is given as ib 
Let L E DSPACE( s( n)). Without loss of gene 
by a deterministic off-line I-tape Turing machine 
of AI on input x is a string of fo 
I), indicating the fact that the 
content of its work tape being y,y2, the input head of 
symbol of x2 4 
caii the string xIrx2 an fn~ur con&u 
a work coajigumtio 
On input x, A4 first constructs a string 
w=u,#u~# . ..#U$ 
whcx c 3 i is an integer and each U, (m = 1,2, . . . , 8 ) is a Z-track string of the form 
such that if Cn3 is a configuration of on x then Ck, is the succeeding configuration 
of Cl?,, C??, t- C:,, 3 and the upper track of contains all possible configurations of 
M on input x. 
The string W can be constructed as follows: choose a large enou 
and q proper characters q, a,, . . . , ac,_l; we can suppose that the st 
s,,.F = O#i#2#...#+-I# 
contains all possible work configurations of N, where fi is the cl representation of 
the integer m of length s(n). By Lemma 2.1 and because s(n) is reversal-constructible, 
can construct he string SC,, s in 0( s( n)) reversals. By Lemma 2.3, we can construct 
a string 
I, = x,#xz# . . . #x,l+l# 
(log n) = O(s(n)) reversals, where xi T x2 $ . . . 9 xc+! are all the possible input 
configuret!ons of N on irlDut x. Now the string a 
x., ,s = (0% 
~l+l)fl+l#(i$~~+l)n+l# 
. . . #(p’- l$l n+‘)n+‘# 
can be constructed from string &, ,,$ in O(log n) = O(s(n)) reversals and the string 
r, = (x,#x,# . . . #xn+,)‘i 
(s(n)) reversals, both by Lemma 2.2. Now 
ushg the strings S 
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Gfi 6X ~ppx track of one of the two tapes of M constructs on the lower 
track of this tape the succeeding configuration of figuration on the up 
track in a constant number of reversals. Now the resulting string on this tape is 
string 
Let c be an integer such that ~““‘3 n l t$*‘. In another O(s(n)) re 
Lemma 2.2, M constructs from the string W two identical strings Sr a 
two tapes, res 
ow 
input x 
= (( u,$)““‘#( u*$y‘+‘# . . . #( uc~$)c’+‘%)c’. 
with these two strings, the entire co 
without making reversals: call each copy of the s 
((~2,$)c‘+‘#(u,s)c’+1# . . . ?#(?4,.~ 
of the strings S, and Sz a segment and each ( in a segment a snbsegment. 
Suppose inductively, after simulating the (k - I)th step of the work hea 1 of 
tape T, of is pointing to the beginning of the second copy of ui,$ in the subsegment 
( UiA$)“+ 1 in the k,th segment of S1 such that the u er track of u,~ 
configuration of IV, and suppose that the work head of tape T2 of 
to the beginning of the k,th segment of S,, k, , k 2 s k. Compare the lower track of 
each Ui, (which is the succeeding configuration of the cu nt configuration) in the 
k,th segment of S, (there are cs copies of ui, available for to scan without making 
reversals) with the upper track of the first copy ui$ of each subsegment (ui$)“‘+‘, 
i=l 9**-9 c’, in the k,th segment of Sz. Eventually, we will find a subsegment 
(Ui~+,%)E‘+’ in the k,th segment of Sz such that the upper track of uiA+, is identical 
to the lower track of Ui,. Note that now the upper track of uil,+, is the current 
configuration after the kth step of the computation of N on input x9 and Hz is 
pointing to the beginning of the second copy of UiA+, in the k,th segment of St. 
Move the head W, to the beginning of the (aC, + 1)th segment of S, 9 exchange the 
roles of H, and Hz. Now we are ready for the simulation of the (k + 1 )th step of 
Since we can assume that the run on input of length n is at 
most cS(“), using the strings S, and Sz, entire computation path of 
M on input x and decides whether N accepts x. This completes the proof. q 
orolla 
DREVk( r( n); 
If r( n) = fl(log n) is reversal constructible and k > 0 is an integer, then 
s DREV2( r2( n)). 
constructible, then 
C . If 
PSPACE. 
(1) and (2) 
so is r*(n). 
we dejne 
of Theorem 2.4 an noting that if r(n) is reversal 
cl 
For any integer h 2 , nh is reversa 
ow we turn our attention to l-ta 
t etween reversal a 
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ma 2.7. If a language L is accepted by a deterministic on-line l-tape Turing 
machine M in time t(n) and reversal r(n), simultaneously, then 
t(n)SO(?(n)+nr(n)). 
Proof. See [4]. Cl 
At the end of [2], it was asked whether our Corollary 2.5 can be improved to 
DREVk( r( n)) c DREV,( rh( n)) 
for some integer h > 0. The following theorem gives strong evidence showing that 
this improvement is unlikely to be possible. 
Theorem 2.8. Let C be a class of functions which includes all polynomials. Zf P # 
PSPACE the:a there is no integer h > 0 such that DREV*(r(n)) c DREV,(r”( n)) for 
all r(n)E C. 
Pro&‘. We provt the theorem by contradiction. Suppose that DREVJr(n)) G 
DREV,( r”(n)) holds for all r(n) E C for some integer h > 0. Then for any LE 
PSPACE, let LE DSPACE(n’) for some integer c. By Theorem 2.4(2), LE 
DREK( nc), so our assumption gives L E DREV,( nceh), now by Lemma 2.7, L E 
DTIME( n2-c-k) C_ P, contradicting the assumption P# PSPACE. III 
3. Reversal complexity on nondeterministic Turing machines 
Both time and space complexity have deterministic and nondeterministic versions, 
that is, we can define the time or space complexity on deterministic or nondeterminis- 
tic Turing machines. Nondeterministic Turing machines have some “intelligence” 
to choose the correct direction when they are given a choice. Savitch [8] proved 
that with respect to space complexity, nondeterministic Turing machines are not 
much more powerful than deterministic Turing machines. However, so far nobody 
has been able to specify the relationship between nondeterministic and deterministic 
Turing machines with respect o time complexity. On the other hand, it seems much 
easier to prove that, with respect to reversal complexity, nondeterministic Turing 
machines are intrinsically more powerful than deterministic Turing machines. Baker 
cl”J I&*-t l-1 -I *romrecl at.? Cm?Y UIAU -- La, Flurtiu L1lb iti,.owing result. 
roposition 3.1. Every r.e. set can be accepted by a nondeterministic on-line 2-tape 
Turing machine which makes at most two reversals. 
Proposition 3.1 tells us that reversal complexity on nondeterministic multitape 
Turing machines is too powerful and therefore an “unmatural” complexity measure. 
In fact, this result has led some people to lose interxt in nondeterministic reversal 
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complexity in general. Interestingly enough9 here we prove a result in contrast to 
Baker and Book’s result. We prove that reversal complexity on nondeterministic 
l-tape Turing machines is a nice complexity measure and intimately related to space 
complexity on nondeterministic Turing machines. 
The concept of crossing sequences was introduced in [S]. Here we extend the 
concept to l-tape Turing machines. 
Definition 3.2. A crossing sequence on a boundary between two squares of the work 
tape of an on-line l-tape Turing machine M is a sequence of pairs 
(41, d,), (42, d,), . . . , (a, 4) 
where qi is a state of M in which the ith time M crosses the boundary, and 
di = Pi - Pi-1 is an integer in binary form, where pi is the position of the input head 
at which the jth time M crosses the boundary. The value k wilt be called the Zertglh 
of the crossing sequence. Since the input tape of M is one-way, we always have d, 3 0. 
Lemma 3.3. Let r( n ) = 51( n ). If a ianguage L is accepted 6y a nondeterministic on-line 
1 -tape Turing machine A4 in r( n) reversals on input of length n, then for each x E L, 
I I x = n, there is an accepting computation C of M which accepts x in r( n ) reversals 
and uses at most c~‘~’ -I- 1 space, where c > 1 is an integer. 
proof. The proof is simple so we only sketch it. The detail is left to the interested 
reader. 
A simple calculation shows that there are at most cr”‘) different crossing sequences 
of length sr( n), where c > 0 is an integer depending on M (note that the condition 
r(n) = fl( n) is used here). 
Let XE L and let C be a computation of M which accepts x in r(n) reversals 
such that among all accepting computations of M on x that make at most r(n) 
reversals, C uses the minimum amount of space. Let the amount of space used by 
C be s(n) and let Z denote the segment of these s(n) consecutive squares used in 
C in the work tape of M. 
Since C makes at most r(n) reversals, the crossing sequences induced by C on 
the square boundaries in Z have length at most r( n ). If s(n) > crirl)+ 1, there are at 
least two different boundaries in Z having the same crossing sequence. Now if we 
“delete” the content between these two boundaries and “glue” these two boundaries 
together, we will obtain a new accepting computation of M on x which makes at 
most r(n) reversals and uses less than s(n) space. This contradicts the assumption 
that C uses the minimum amount of space. 0 
Theorem 3.4. Let r(n) = n(n). Zf a language L is accepted by a nondeterministic on-line 
l-tape Turing machine M in r(n) reversals, then L is accepted by a nondeterministic 
l-tape Turing machine N in 0( r(n)) space. 
. We construct the space-boun Turing 
reversal-bounded Turing macmne &4 as sbilows. 
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Given an input x, guesses an accepting computation C of A4 on x as follows: 
N first guesses the sitions PL and PR of the left most and right most nonempty 
squares SL and Se work tape use by C, and write 
and PR. Then e corresponding crossing se 
boundaries, fro between P,_ and PR. In gene 
the input x, the value PR, the position PC of the “current square” (initially, PC- = PL), 
and the two crossing sequences, CSL<- and CS of the left an 
of the current square, respectively. 
of ihe input x, N utes the fol?oGng 
(2) with the h;lp o 
cision (to be desc 
whether :I,< two crossing sequences C 
and CSFQ are current square, i 
(3) p<. = p<.+ 1, 
(4) CSk,- := cs 
(5) guesses a new CSLc-, got0 ste 
There are two more conditions N check: the square SL an 
shti>uld be the left rnc’st and right mos pty squares, respective1 
and CSR, should be empty. 
\lLG+&;- *h& -c xedure9 v+ LCliiil LilL3 grr- IV can remember in s finite control that if it is guessing 
an “accepting computation” of M, this will a ct the final decision when it finds 
out that all guessed crossing sequences are compatible. 
Obviously, all these checkings can be done in space less than or equal to 
lf XE L, then by Lemma 3.3, there is an accepting computat 
makes at most p(n) reversals and uses at most cr”” space, 
depending on 
Since N is nondeterministic, can always guess correctly. Note that N need 
not know the value of r(n) since if N guesses a crossing sequence with incorrect 
length, then later N will find out that either the guessed crossing sequences are not 
compatible or the guessed crossing sequences do not correspond to an accepting 
putation. Thus we claim that there must be a computation C, of N which 
uesses correctly all the crossing sequences of Chl. For this computation C, of N, 
we have 
I I = x n, ]PiJ s log(P’) = O(r(n)), IPCI = O(W) 
and 
ICSLJ = O(r(n))+ i’!’ ld,l) 
i=l 
where +Qforj=1,2,..., r(n), and CT:‘,’ di 6 n. It is easy to 
r( :I ) 
c I++ 
j-l 
So we have ICSL<-l= 0( r( n)). Similarly, iCSF&-l= 0( r( n)). Therefore, for x E L, there 
must be an accepting computation of PU Whir;11 Uxpis x in O(r(n)) space. 
If x sf !,, there cannot be any set of compatible crossing sequences which corre- 
sponds to an accepting computation of on x, thus no computation of N would 
accept 
This completes our proof. q 
. Lets(n)=Cl(n). [fdang 
lht? ‘V in space s( n ), then is a 
machine M which accepts L in Q( s(n)) reuersak 
1 -tape 
Given an input x, will simulate N by 
nondeterministicail enerating a stri C = c(,$c,$. . $c, on its wor 
where each c,, i=O, l,..., t, is a configurati 
(2) deterministically checking that C is an accepting computation af 
input x. 
Step (1) takes at most two reversals. Note that if x E L, then there is an accepting 
computation C, K = ?,,$P,$ . . . $Ct of N on x such that all F,, 0~ is t, are of the 
same length and l~;l= O(s( n)) (here the corrdition s(n) = ,(2( n) is used). Furthermore, 
since M is nondeterministic, there i computation CM,,u of M which writes down 
the string CN,\- on the work tape of 
Now we consider step (2). To check that the guessed string C is C,,,, , 
deterministically checks the following conditions: 
(2.1) each cj is of the form 
where xi”, xi” E XT, y:“, y(” E .ZT t and qi is a state cf N, here Z1 and E2 are the 
alphabets of the input tape and the work tape of N, respectively. 
(2.2) co is an initial configuration of N on input x (i.e. xh” and yi,’ ’ are empty 
strings? _Y;;z’ =x, #’ consists of only “blanks”, and q. is the initial state of N); and 
c, is a “potential” accepting configuration of Al (i.e. q/ is an accepting state of N). 
(2.3) ci+b is ?L succeeding configuration of the configuration ci for i = 0, ‘9, . . . , t - 1; 
and ali ci are of the same length: 
It is easily seen that can check conditions (2.1) and (2.2), with the heiip of the 
input x, in a constant number of reversals. 
checks condition (2.3) “hit by bit”. 
marks the jth bit of ci for all 0 6 i s t (thu 
the condition that 
checks the compatibilily of the jth 
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Therefore, if x E L, the computation CM,, of A4 which guesses CN, x correctly 
accepts x in O(s( 82)) reversals. If x E L, no accepting computation of N ~)n x exists, 
so M rejects x anyway. Cl 
l)fW=fVn), then N 
We have shown the difference en I-tape and 2-t wing machines with 
respect o reversal complexity. In t eterministic cast:, w owed strong evidence 
that l-tape Turing p‘ pLach&s are too weak to simuiate general multitape Turing 
machines and we proved e Turing machines can simulat 
machines eficieni erministic case, in contrast to 
result that 2-tape g for reversal complexity, we proved 
that l-tape Turing machines are a nice model for reversal complexity. 
some remarks. 
I. One might argue that our deterministic l-tape Turing machine model is 
too restricted because its input tape is one-way only. However, even if we relax the 
input tape to two-way, our Theorem 2.8 is still true since we have the following 
theorem. 
43 1. [f a lannua?P I_ iv n~rqHed hy e $S3+i&.&z -$Xne 1 -lape Turing 
machine M in r(n) reversals, where r(n) = fl( n ), then L is act * some determinis- 
tic on-line 1 -tape Turing machine iv in 0( r’( n)) reversals. 
(Sketch). Within a single phase, M can expand its work space by at most 
is not in a dead looping. So the total space used by is at most 
r( n )) = 0( rz( n)). Now within each phase, M cannot keep all its heads unmoved 
ore than a constant number of steps if it is not in a dead looping. So in each 
can make at most 0( rz( n) + n) = 0( r’( n)) moves. The total running time 
thus is bound by 0(&r)). Now N can first copy t ut x to its work 
tape, then simulate step by step Simulating e~h step takes at most a 
constant number of reversals. 0 
. Fisher [3] proved a “linear speedup theorem” of reversal complexity 
r deterministic l-tape Turing machines. Here combining our Theorems 3.4 and 
plexity has the “linear speedup theorem” on nondeter- 
uring machines, we obtain the following “linear speedup theorem” 
eter istic I-ta tiring es wit t usin 
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. Letr(n) = (n). I$ a language is accepted by a nondeterministic on-line 
1 -tape Turing machine N in r(n) reversals, then for any constant c > 0, there is a 
nondeterministic on-line 1 -tape Turing machine which accepts L in c l r( n) reversals. 
3. By our Theorems 2.4 and 3.5, and noting that DS (s) rc NSPACE(s 
for all complexity functions s, we have the following “tape reduction theorem” fo 
reversal complexity which links deterministic and nond~terministi~ urirrg machines. 
. If a language L is accepted by? a determi?~jst~c ltitape ring machine 
within r(n) reversals, where r(n) = n(n), then L is accepted by a n~i~deterrn~~~st~c 
on-line 1 -tape Turing machine that makes O( r’( n )) reversals. 
Recently, Immerman has proved that non eterministic space is close 
under complement 171. Combining this with our Corollary 3.6, we have the following. 
em-e . @-j-(n)= (PI), then NREV,(f(n)) = co-N 
emark 5. Finally, note that the classes DREV,(r(n)) and NREV,( r( n)) are very 
ose. Both of them are between DSPACE(r( n)) and DSPACE(r’( n)): 
DSPACE( r(n)) C_ DREV,Qr(n)), NREV,(r(n)) c DSPAC 
We are interested in the following open problem: Can we prove the following equality 
DE&( r( n)) = NREV,(r( n))? 
The author would like to thank Professor Chee K. Yap for his comments and 
encouragement throughout this research. rofessor Ronald V. Book 
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